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Context
This PhD thesis is funded by the european project BugWright2 (2020-2024),
which aims to deploy autonomous robots for ship hull inspection and cleaning.
Three types of robots will be used : magnetic-wheeled crawlers operating directly
on the surface of the structure, Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAV) and small
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) for visual inspection (see figure).
This PhD thesis concerns the magnetic-wheeled crawlers operating on the
surface of the structure. These robots communicate with a control station and are
powered by a cable (not represented in the figure). This cable also brings
pressurized water to measure the flow at the surface (with a specific sensor). The
fairly heavy cable falls vertically under the robot along the hull. It is nonetheless
a constraint for the robot's movement, and an obstacle for the other robots.
Besides, the hull of a boat is not without reliefs or obstacles. It cannot be reduced
to a simple 2D flat surface.
The thesis aims to model these constraints and to define algorithms for planning
the trajectory of the robots so that they achieve full coverage of the hull (or some
parts of it) in minimum time. As any robotic system, the execution of the plan can
be disrupted by hazards, preventing its success. Thus, we will seek to produce
robust plans, but also to adapt these plans online (for example by partial replanning).
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Methodologies and objectives
Multi-robot planning is a subject that has been widely studied, and the thesis will
start with a state of the art on the different existing approaches (eg. [1,2,4,5]).
Then, we will aim to model the specificities of the problem, which presents
unusual constraints such as cable-obstacles and a pseudo-plane surface to cover.
For this, an interaction with the BugWright2 project partners will be possible, to
gather the field experience of the current remote-operated system.
The integration of these spatial constraints will be at the heart of the planning
solutions developed in the thesis. For this, we will consider tools such as:
- graph algorithmics for offline and online multi-agent path planning, based on
exact and heuristics methods (e.g. [4],[7]).
- constraint programming, cf. [3,8], and meta-heuristics [6],
- uncertainty modeling and computation of robust plans (e.g. [4]).
The solutions developed in the thesis will be evaluated in particular by
considering the criteria of time and robustness. For this, we will use a simulation
tool available in the project, which we will be extended during the thesis.
Finally, once the efficiency of the solutions will be demonstrated in simulation,
they will be evaluated with real robots in the framework of the BugWright2
project.
Profile and skills
The candidate will have a Master 2 level or equivalent, in computer science, AI or
robotics. Experience in planning, constraint programming, or optimization will be
a plus.
Application
Contact by email Olivier Simonin (olivier.simonin@insa-lyon.fr) and Christine
Solnon (christine.solnon@insa-lyon.fr ) with :
- a CV
- any document supporting your application.
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